Practice Test

IBM - C1000-004

Question #:1
Which two statements about domain plug-ins are true?
A. They are associated with domain definitions via a domain definition property in RSA.
B. They are inherited from parent domain definitions.
C. They perform validation checks defined as domain definition properties.

E. They execute in the EJB container.
Answer: B C
Question #:2
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You discover a possible bug in the out-of-the-box application.
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D. They are implemented by using JSP Scriptlets.

Which three items does IBM recommend that you send to the Curam Support Team when you raise the issue?

B. Tech Notes for the release.
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C. JMX statistics.

ill

A. Output from 'build configreport'.

D. CADG output.

E. Custom code base.
F. Screen shots.
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Answer: A B F
Question #:3

You used the IBM Curam SPM Administration application to modify an out-of-the-box (OOTB) Intelligent
Evidence Gathering (IEG) script. You then extracted the script to the file system.
Which two tasks do you need to perform to ensure that the script loads the next time the database is built?
A. Copy the IEG script into your custom DMX file
B. Copy the IEG script to your custom clob folder
C. Modify the entry in the custom DMX file to reference the script.
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D. Replace the lEG script in the OOTB folder with the custom script.
E. Load the I EG script to the APPRESOURCE folder.
Answer: D E
Question #:4
Examine the following piece of code:
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curam.impl.MyProcess myProcess = curam.fact.MyProcessFactory.newlnstance();

If curam.impl.MyProcess is defined as an abstract class as recommended, which statement is true?
A. The code is incorrect because MyProcess should be from the base package.
B. The code is incorrect because MyProcess should be from the intf package.

D. There is nothing wrong with this code.
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Answer: A
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C. The code is incorrect because the class curam.fact.MyProcessFactory does not contain a static method
newlnstance ().
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Question #:5

Which two of the following are stored in the datamanager_config.xml file?
A. Database table names used by the application.
B. Database type and port numbers.

C. References to folders containing DMX files.

Ex

D. References to SQL scripts to be run on a build.
E. References to CTX files containing code tables to be inserted on a build.

Answer: B D
Question #:6

You made a change to application navigation artifacts.
Which two build targets ensure that the runtime behavior of application navigation accurately corresponds to
what has been configured?
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A. build generated
B. build database
C. build navconfig
D. build inserttabconfiguration
E. build clean client
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Answer: B E
Question #:7

Suppose that you created a new Process class in your model and performed a build generated command.
What do you need to do next?

er

A. Implement the methods in the generated impl version of the class.

B. Copy the generated impl class from the build/svr/genftemp folder into the impl package.
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C. Implement the modeled methods in the base class.
D. Create a new class in the impl package.

Question #:8
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Answer: D

Which two statements about configurable validations are true?
A. All out-of-the-box validations are configurable.

Ex

B. Configurable validations are disabled by default.
C. Configurable validations are listed in the Analysis Documentation.

D. Configurable validations can be enabled and disabled by using the Administration Suite.
E. Configurable validation error messages are defined in the ValidationConfiguration.xml file.

Answer: C E
Question #:9
Which two statements about the UIM generator are true?
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